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In shape analysis, it is usually assumed that the matrix .I’: N x K of the 
co-ordinates of landmarks in IWK is isotropic Gaussian. Let Y: (N- 1) x K be 
the centered matrix of landmarks from X so that Y- N(p, u*l). Let Y = Tf be 
the Bartlett decomposition of Y into lower triangular, T, and orthogonal, r, 
components. The matrix T denotes the size-and-shape of X. For N - 12 K (the 
usual case in multivariate analysis is N - 1 i K) and rank n = 0 or 1, we find the 
joint distribution of T by the method of random orthogonal transformations. We 
deduce the marginal distribution of the Procrustes distance between two shapes, 
and hence the joint shape density, which is the joint density of r/llT)). For rank 
p 2 2 the distribution of T is related to the noncentral Wishart distribution, an 
integral over the orthogonal group, IZJ = f 1. To derive the distribution of T when 
)rl= + 1, so that r is a rotation, we investigate extending the method of random 
orthogonal transformations, especially when rank p = K 3 2. The case K = 2 is 
tractable, but the case K = 3 is not. However, by a direct method we obtain the 
shape density when rank p = K = 3 and Irl = 1 as a computable double-series of 
trigonometric integrals. However, for K > 3, the density is not tractable which is not 
surprising in view of the same problem for the standard non-central Wishart 
distribution. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We suppose that the matrix X: N x K, where N > K, contains the 
co-ordinates of N landmarks in RK. The form, or size-and-shape, of X 
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includes those attributes that are invariant to translations and rotations. 
The shape of X includes those form attributes that are invariant to isotropic 
scaling also. Let H: (N- 1) x N include the N- 1 orthonormal rows of the 
order-N Helmert matrix that are orthogonal to the unit vector 1,. Then 
, Y = HX, Y : (N- 1) x K, is invariant to translations of X. Let Y = TT be 
the QR decomposition of Y, with (Z( = 1, so that Ze SO(K) is a rotation, 
and T = (t,): (N - 1) x K lower triangular with tii > 0, i = 1, . . . . K - 1. Then 
the rectangular component T of Y is identified with the size-and-shape of X. 
The (N - 1) K - f K(K - 1) structural non-zeros of T are size-and-shape 
co-ordinates. 
The scale invariant part of T is W= T/s, where s measures the size of X; 
that is, s(aX) = a s(X) for any scalar a. Our choice is s(X) = r = )I YII = 
J-=,/m. Thus 11 WI1 = 1 and any m=(N-l)K-iK(K-1)-l 
generalized polar co-ordinates of W are poZar shape co-ordinates. (Another 
choice is s=fii, so that w,,=l and the wii, 2<i<N-1, l<j<min(i, K), 
are generalized Kendall’s shape co-ordinates.) 
We assume X- N(p, a*Z, 0 ZK) follows an N x K matrix-variate isotropic 
Gaussian distribution, which we may abbreviate to X- N(p,, a’Z,,). We 
write ZI = Hpx, so that Y- N(p, a2ZC,- ,)K ). The expression Y = TT is 
recognized as Bartlett’s decomposition, which furthermore provides us with 
the marginal distribution of T whenever rank p = 0 or 1. Using isometries, 
we may assume pi, = c and pLii= 0 for all ij# 11. Then the distribution of 
T, or size-and-shape distribution is 
t* II - ~‘X:(r’/~*) 
t;-2x:-i+,, 
tij - N(0, a*), 
26i<K (1.1) 
otherwise (i =j = K and i >j). 
All m + 1 variables are jointly independent. 
The result (1.1) is not as familiar as appears at first sight. In multivariate 
analysis the Bartlett decomposition is commonly applied to the matrix 
Y : p x n of n observations on p variables, with p <n. Except when p = n, 
this is opposite to the case considered here, where p = N- 1 > K= n. 
Degenerate shapes, of landmark configurations with N- 1~ K, are of 
secondary interest in shape theory. 
One approach to proving the Bartlett decomposition result uses the rank 
1 noncentral Wishart density of TT*:p xp with the assumption p<n (see 
[ 191). When p > n the density does not exist. Thus Goodall and Mardia 
[8] consider the distribution of T itself to obtain (1.1) without the assump- 
tion p<n and go on to develop further aspects of the relationship of 
classical noncentral multivariate distribution theory to shape theory. An 
intermediate approach, suggested by a referee, is to partition T as 
683/40/1-l 
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TT = (TF 1 TT), where T, is square, T, has zero mean, and T, TT is noncen- 
tral Wishart distributed. A second approach to proving the Bartlett decom- 
position uses the method of random orthogonal transformations; Farrell 
[3] assumes p < n. In Section 2 we use this method to show that, whenever 
rank p = 0 or 1, the results (1.1) hold for all N and K. It seems that a third, 
approach using Jacobians [20, p. 597, Ex. 111 is not easily extendable. 
Whenever p < n, or N - 1 < K, the matrix r is not square. Then the dis- 
tinction between a rotation matrix, Irl = 1, and an orthogonal matrix, 
Irl = f 1, is not material. When N- 12 K, then in shape theory at least 
the distinction is important, as reflections are usually not allowed. On the 
other hand, the results of classical multivariate theory include integrals 
over the orthogonal group, O(K), instead of over the rotation group 
SO(K). (Thus reflections are an important issue in Goodall and Mardia 
[S].) When reflections are included then for uniqueness of the QR decom- 
position we set t KK B 0. Then either Irl = + 1 or Irl = - 1, depending on Y. 
If, using the method of random orthogonal transformations we stop at the 
(K- 1 )th step (see Section 2) then we can ensure that Irl= 1. Therefore 
the method is well suited to excluding reflections, i.e., conventional shape 
theory. 
To determine shape distributions we may, when rank ,U = 1, use (1.1) to 
compute the joint distribution of the T/r = W= (wii). When prl = i’ and 
pV=O for ij# 11, then we write wlr = cos p, where 2 sin p/2 is the 
Procrustes distance between Y and p when each is scaled to unit size; 
that is, cos p = maxr tr YTpLr/r{, 4 sin’ p/2 = min, 11 Y/r - pr/[II 2. For i.i.d. 
Gaussian planar landmarks, K = 2 and p = 0, with cos p defined as though 
[ # 0, Le [ 161 observes, using complex variables, that tan2 p = xii+ ,I ti/tTI 
is distributed as a ratio of independent central x2 and deduces the marginal 
law of p. We generalize this result in Section 3 using the Bartlett decom- 
position to derive the shape distribution in the noncentral rank 1 case, for 
arbitrary K, jointlj, in all m shape variables. For K = 2 the well-known 
homogeneity of shape space CPNe2(4) [13] shows that the rank 1 shape 
density is unchanged when the rank of p is 2. Our result coincides with that 
of Mardia,and Dryden [ 173. 
In three dimensions and higher, K B 3, there is no homogeneity to rely on, 
and both size-and-shape and shape distributions must be computed explicitly 
for rank 2, 3, . . . . We first investigate extensions to the noncentral Bartlett 
decomposition, or joint distribution of the tii. When p < n the joint distribu- 
tion follows from the noncentral Wishart distribution and is given for 
arbitrary N and K by Goodall and Mardia [8], using James [ 111 formula 
j exp tr ZT( df) = 0 F, (K/2; ZTZ/4) for integration over the orthogonal 
group, re O(K). (Goodall and Mardia [S] go on to integrate out size r to 
find the corresponding shape density.) Alternatively, Kshirsagar [ 151 
proposes to derive the noncentral Wishart distribution when p < n using 
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random rotations and is successful in reproducing Anderson and Girshick’s 
[2] rank 2 result (see also Anderson [ 11) and James’ [9, lo] rank 3 result. 
To find the distribution of T, without reflections, we follow Kshirsagar’s 
method (Section 4) but with N- 12 K so that r is square. When K= 2, 
rank p = 2, we transform the joint density of T and r to an expression 
involving Procrustes distance, which is equivalent to the rank 1 case. 
(Goodall and Mardia’s [S] general expression is a reflection size-and-shape 
density. When K = 2 it is the average of two densities, excluding reflection, 
in one of which the sign of t2* is reversed.) When K= 3, rank p = 3, we 
obtain the joint density of T and r in general form. 
Our second approach, forming an important part of the paper (Sec- 
tion 5), is to compute j exp tr ZT(dT) directly, integrating over the special 
orthogonal group (rotations only) where 2 = TTp. For the case K = 2 there 
is extensive discussion of this in Goodall and Mardia [7]. For the case 
K= 3 we obtain some useful simplifications in three-deep nested sequences 
of Bessel functions that define the size-and-shape densities and shape 
densities in terms of polar shape variables. 
We can extend our direct derivation (Section 5) of the shape density to 
K 3 4, in principle at least. To integrate out rotations, from the trace in the 
exponent of the Gaussian density, we may parameterize the special 
orthogonal group with (t) angles. For example, Khatri and Mardia [14] 
give a decomposition into Givens rotations. This approach will lead to 
nested expressions even more complicated than those that appear in 
Section 5. It is noteworthy that Anderson and Girshick [2] and Anderson 
[l] developed the analogous parametric approach to integration over the 
orthogonal group (including reflections) only as far as rank 2. James 
[9, lo] was able to give a general solution, but using quite different, and 
more powerful, group theoretic methods. We know of no suitable moditica- 
tion of James’ zonal polynomials to express integrals over the special 
orthogonal group. 
2. BARTLETT DECOMPOSITION 
For convenience we now write N for the number of rows of Y, instead 
of N- 1. We prove the distributional results (1.1) of the Bartlett decom- 
position Y= Tl? Nx K for Na K. Our method is to construct a sequence 
of K- 1 random rotation matrices to reduce Y to T which is lower 
triangular. The rotation matrices act to successively transform the first 
K- 1 rows to the lower triangular structure. 
Step 1. Let Y(O)= YwN(O, a21,,), Y(O): Nx K with ith row y!O)‘, 
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i= 1 , ,.., N. Define I”‘): K x K equal to any special orthogonal matrix, 
( V”‘( = 1, with first column y’p’/lly~‘ll. Then we write 
y’O’T/(‘) = T”) ) (2.1) 
where z, = Y(“)y$o)/llyy)l/. Write z1 = (z,,, z12, . . . . z,~)~. The first element 
zll of z1 satisfies zfl = y\“)‘y’p’w 02& The rotation P’(l) is independent of 
yj”’ for i> 2. Therefore zri~NZZI(O, a’), i= 2, . . . . N, independent of zll, 
and Y(‘)NN(O,(~~Z~_~OZ~-,) independent of zl. Define Z”)=z,. 
Step r. 2 < r Q K - 1. After the (r - 1 )th step, 
y’O)y”‘. . . 
1 
= T(‘-1’ 
We define I/“‘, Z”‘, Y”‘, and T”) as follows: Let 
where UC’) = (K - r + 1) x (K - r + 1) is a rotation matrix with first column 
y(;-l)/IIy:‘pl)II, where yf’- ‘jT is the ith row of Y”+ ‘). U”’ is independent 
of yi’-l), i22. Let z,= Y”~“y~~“/~yyi’~~“)I =(zrlr zr2, -? zrN--r+ljT. 
Thus we write 
(2.2) 
where Z”‘= (Z”-‘) 1 z”‘) is the N x r lower triangular matrix with jth 
column comprising (r - 1) O’s and z (‘I. The distributional results are 
Zf, = {y’lr-“}Ty(Ir--‘~a2~:~‘+l, 
zrim NZZI(0, 02), i=2, . . . . N-r+ 1, and Y”), N(0, ~2ZNP’OZK-‘), jointly 
independent of each other and of z 1, . . . . z’~ r. 
Step K. After Step K- 1, TcKP ‘)= Ycl)Vcl). . VCKP ‘) has positive 
elements on the leading diagonal except possibly for t$&-“. If ZE SO(K) 
then no further action is requireddefine UCK’ = 1 and VCK) = I,. For 
reO(K), we define U(K)=ylR-l)/llylK-l)ll. UCK1 is +l or -1, since 
YCK- ‘) is a column vector. Given either of these choices of UCK), we define 
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z = yb- l)uW) Z-T = v(1). . . V(K) 
tiangular with ;th column 
and TCK) = T= YTT. T is 
comprising 
lower 
(r- 1) O’s and z,, r= 1, . . . . K. 
When we specify ZE SO(K), the elements of T are independent and 
satisfy (1.1). For ZE O(K) the elements of T are independent and satisfy 
(1.1) except that I’,,- cr2xT. 
Non-central Case (rank 1) 
Let YCo’ N NZZQ, a*Z, 0 ZK), where p = ab*. Without loss of generality 
assume aT = (1 0 ... 0), e.g., by choice of suitable orthogonal transforma- 
tion H, Y = HX. Let i = Ilbll. Following Steps 1-K above, the only change 
is in Step 1, where zT1 = y’p”y’p’- a’$(~*/a’). 
3. SHAPE DENSITIES 
We now deduce the complete m-variate expression for the shape density 
when rank p = 1, using the noncentral Bartlett decomposition. Let 
w = vet W= vet T/r = (cos p, sin p~~)~, say, where w,r = cos p and the vet 
operator excludes the structural zeros of W and r; that is, t,=O, i<j. 
Then v is an m-vector with llvll = 1. Let 4 be generalized spherical polar 
co-ordinates of v E S”- ‘, and (p, 4) are thus polar shape co-ordinates. The 
Jacobian of the transformation from T to (r, p, 4) is r”’ sin”-’ pJ, where J 
is the Jacobian of the transformation v to 4, and depends only on $ [7]. 
For example, if v = (ul, . . . . GA 4= Cd,, . . . . 4m-l)y and PI 
i- 1 
vi = cos fji n sin’-j4j, 
j= 1 
m-2 
o,=sin$,-, n sinm-lPjf$j, 
j= 1 
then 
m-2 
J= n sin”-‘-‘di. 
i=l 
From (1.1) we note that cos* p = t:,/r*, where r* =& t$ and that the 
marginal distribution of cot’ p = t:,/(r* - tf,) is noncentral F, 
(N- 2) Cot2 p N &(~2/02)/K 
&,w,IK(N-2)’ 
(3.1) 
Goodall and Mardia [8] find the joint density of the tij in (1.1) and 
integrate out r to find the joint shape density of (p, I$), bypassing (3.1). An 
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elegant “density-free” alternative, followed here, is to calculate the marginal 
density of p from (3.1). 
Fisher [4] and James [ 121 give the noncentral F density for the setup 
(3.1) with z = cot’ p to be 
ww- 1 PI ,(K- I,/2 
T(K/2)T(K(N-2)/2) (1 ;Z)K(NPkl/2E 
- 1=/2.72 
x IF, ;K(N-l);;K;$* z (3.2) 
We use Kummer’s relation for r F,, the substitutions z/( 1 + z) = cos’ p = 
i( 1 + cos 2~) the substitution l/( 1 + z) = sin2 p = $( 1 - cos 2p), and the 
Jacobian dz = 2 cos p sin ~ 3 p dp. The marginal density of p is then 
f(p)= 
2T(K(N- 1)/2) 
r(@)nm- 2)/2) 
exp { - c2( 1 - cos 2p)/402} 
K(2-N/2; K,2;--$(I +cos2p) 
XCOSK-1 p sinK(N~2)~’ p. 
(3.3) 
When K= 2, Eq. (3.3) becomes 
f(p) = 2(N- 2) exp{ - t2(1 - cos 2p)/402} 
2 
xIF, 2-N;1;--$(1+cos2p) 
From the joint density of the tij, Eq. (l.l), and standard results for the 
Gaussian (exponential family) distribution, (t,, , r2) is a complete sufficient 
statistic for the parameters (p, a’). A typical element of v is t,/Jmj 
for ij # 11 and i >j. Thus v is ancillary, and independent of (t 1,, r’) by 
Basu’s lemma. Therefore the shape variables p and Q are independent, and 
the joint shape density is f(p, $) =f(p)f($). 
When K= 2, the tii- N(0, a2), ij# 11, and v is uniformly distributed with 
respect to surface measure on S”- ‘. The surface area of S”- ’ = SZNP 5 is 
Vol(P--5) = 27r “-2/(N- 3)! (Na 3); the marginal density of $ is 
f($)JN-3)!J 
znN-2 ’ (3.5) 
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and the joint shape density is the product of (3.1) and (3.5), 
exp{ - C*( 1 - cos 2p)/4a2} 
xlF, 2-N;1;---$(1+cos2p) 
> 
cospsinZNP5pJ. (3.6) 
This density is given by Goodall and Mardia [7], who show it to be 
equivalent to Mardia and Dryden’s [17] result. 
When K> 2, the tii (2 d i < K) are X2-distributed and the joint density of 
v involves an additional Jacobian. 
LEMMA. With the setup above, the marginal density of $ is 
fw=;g; (~)X-'vo1(o~-1))vo~(Sl~-2inr~J. (3.7) 
where Vol(O(K- 1)) = 2K-171(K-1)K’4/n,K~,1 r(j/Z) (see [19]), and 
VOl(P-2=‘) = 27r(N-*)K’*/r((N- 2)K/2). 
Proof From Step 1 of the Bartlett decomposition, Eq. (2.1) define Y* 
equal to T(r), excluding the first row. Define W* = Y*/ll Y*ll, so that 
vet W* is a unit vector uniformly distributed on S(N-2)K- ‘. From Steps 
2, 3, . ..) K- 1, and Step K, let r* = (V(*) ... V(K-‘))T. Let W* = W**r* be 
the polar decomposition of the last K- 1 columns of W*, keeping the first 
column (from zl) unchanged. The Jacobian of this decomposition is [ 191 
K-l 
(dW*) = n W$?$;‘(dW**)(l-*= dZ-‘*). 
i=2 
(3.8) 
The elements of W** on and below the diagonal comprise v. Thus the 
marginal density of v is obtained by dividing (3.8) by Vol (S(N-2)K- ‘) and 
integrating (T*= dT*) over SO(K- 1). Equation (3.7) follows on using 
r sin p W$* Iji = tii. 
Note that when rank p > 1 this approach generalizes, so the shape vector 
contains a correlated noncentral part and a spherical-symmetric central 
part. 
4. NONCENTRAL BARTLETT DECOMPOSITION, rank 2 and rank 3 
Explicit expressions for the noncentral Wishart distribution were 
obtained by Anderson and Girshick [2] and Anderson [ 1 ] when the non- 
centrality matrix ppT has rank 1 or 2. James [9, lo] gives a general 
recurrence relationship for the average over the orthogonal group, and an 
explicit expression in the rank 3 case. James [ 11, 121 gives the zonal poly- 
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nomial expansion for any rank (see Section 1) that is the basis of many 
contemporary expositions, e.g., Muirhead [19]. Goodall and Mardia [g] 
derive the shape density, allowing reflections, from the noncentral Wishart 
density when N - 1 < K, and use the results of James [ 111 directly for any 
N and K. This approach yields the shape density, excluding reflection, only 
when rankp<Kor K=2. 
Kshirsagar [ 151 proposes a simple derivation of the noncentral Wishart 
distribution via the Bartlett decomposition Y = TT. He gives details of the 
density of T when N- 1 <K and rank p = 2 and 3; the density is then 
easily transformed to the density of YYT. Kshirsagar does not address the 
most interesting cases for shape theory, which are when rank p = K and 
N - 1 > K. We review his method and consider its modification to these 
cases when rank ,U = K = 2 or 3 and N - 1 B K. In this section we assume 
a*= 1. 
Rank 2 Case 
Without loss of generality, see [6], let pii # 0, i= 1, . . . . rank p 6 K and 
pLii = 0 otherwise. When rank p > 2, t:r has a noncentral &(p:,) distribution, 
but e.g., the distributions of t2r and t2* are more complicated. It is evident 
only that ti, + ri2 N xi(&). Kshirsagar uses random orthogonal transfor- 
mations sequentially, as we do in Section 2, but with the modification that 
the joint density of (f2r, t2*) is best found indirectly. Kshirsagar chooses a 
random rotation r* ESO(K) with first row y,/IIyII] =yi say, and with 
second row depending only on yr, not necessarily equal to the eventual 
y2,i/]1y2,rll found in r (where y2., is the component of y2 orthogonal to y,). 
Write 
r*=(yl Iyfl . ..)T. (4.1) 
Let e, = (0, 1, 0, . . . . O)T, be the second standard basis vector of R”, and let 
ylz be the second element of yr. Then y: is the projection of e2 orthogonal 
to y, scaled to unit length, 
(4.2) 
Note that yT2 + y &;’ = 1, and thus yi: = 0, i = 3, . . . . K. With these constraints, 
the last K- 2 rows of r* are a basis of RK orthogonal to y1 and e2. Write 
?= T*P, where 
IIYIII 0 ... 0 
t21 t* 22 ... t* 2K 
t31 t3* ... t;K 
t(N- I)1 t* (N- 1)2 t* (N- I)K 
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Then (Etzl)* + (Et:*)* = p;2 and Et$ = 0, i = 3, . . . . K. Conditional on yi, 
t21 N NY,*P**, 11, 
fZ**-N(l -Y:*P*P**? 11, (4.4) 
K 
v= 1 t+&*. 
i=3 
The case rank p = 2 and K > 2, developed in detail by Kshirsagar [ 151, 
involves a change of variables to determine Z from Z*. He then obtains the 
joint density of t,,, t,,, t,,, y12, and y2*. Integrating out y12 and y2* gives 
the joint density of t,,, t,,, and t2*, first reported as a noncentral Wishart 
density by Anderson and Girshick [2]. 
When K= 2, then v = 0, tz2 = t,,, and the rotation Z? 2 x 2 depends only 
on y12 up to the sign of yI1. Thus when N-l>K=2 and rank ,u=2, the 
rotation Z* coincides with Z, and is determined by the first row of Y. The 
joint density of t,,, t,,, f2*, and y,* is the product of the conditional 
density of t,,, t2* given y12 (from (4.4)), and the marginal density of 
t,,, Y,~, the polar co-ordinates of a x:(p:,) distribution (from Appendix 1). 
The joint density of t,,, tZ1, t,,, and y12 is 
t11 
47?( 1 - y1*)“2 exp{ - $6, + Cl + fi2 + 4, + d21 
+1(~~~,,~~-~:*~1’2+~22~21Y12+1122~22~~-Y:2~1’2~. (4.5) 
This is essentially the joint density of Y transformed to polar co-ordinates 
T and L It is written down directly when K= 3 in (5.3) below. Goodall 
and Mardia [7] discuss the case K = 2 in detail. We integrate out y12 on 
substituting (t*, (I) for (t,,, y12), where 
t ** = (PI1 t11 + P**t**)* + (P**t*l)*~ 
t* case= hwll+P22t22)u -Y12P2+P22f21Y12L 
(4.6) 
as in Goodall and Mardia [7]. The quantity t* = sup tr pTYZ’ = (‘r cos p, 
where [ = ]1~/], r = ]I Y/I is related to the Procrustes distance between ,U and 
Y [6]. The integral of (4.5) with respect to 0 or y12 is the size-and-shape 
density [7], 
r2N-3 
- e~“2+*Z)i2Zo(r~ cos p) cos p sin2Np5p J, 
(27gN-3 (4.7) 
where Z,,( .) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and .Z is the 
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Jacobian for the polar shape co-ordinates 4. On integrating out the size 
using Weber’s identity, we obtain the shape density, 
(N- 2)! 
-e(c0s2p-‘)‘41F1(2-N, 1, -(1+cos2p))cospsin2NP5pJ. ?IN-2 
Rank 3 Case 
When rank p = 3, we let the first two columns of r* match those of r, 
where Y~=Y,/IIY~/I and Y~=Y~.~I~~Y~.~II. Now let e,=(O,O, LO, . . ..OIT be 
the third basis K-vector, and let y13 and y23 be the third elements of yr and 
y2, respectively. Then y: is the projection of e3 perpendicular to y, and to 
y2, scaled to unit length, 
e3-y13yl -?23Y2 
y3*= (1 -y;3-y;3)‘/* . (4.9) 
Analogously to the rank 2 case, yf3 + y:, + 73:’ = 1 and yi: = 0, i = 4, . . . . K, 
and we complete r* as before. Write Y = T*T*; the first two columns of 
T and T* coincide. 
Then, conditional on y, and y,, or on fr,, f2,, t,,, yl, and y2, 
tx-Nyap33, lh i= 1,2 
t3* y N(y,*~33, 1) (4.10) 
K 
v= c t;2-X;-3. 
i=4 
When K> 3 we change variables from (t33, v) to (t,,, y33) and multiply 
the conditional joint density of t,,, t,,, t33, and y33 from (4.10) by the 
marginal density of tll, t,,, t,,, y12, y13, and y23. This marginal density is 
obtained as above, by first conditioning y, on y, and then from the 
marginal density of tl, , Y,~, and y13. The details appear in Kshirsagar 
[ 151, except for the final step, the integration out of y12, y13, ~23, y33, 
which is taken from James [9, lo], who gives the noncentral Wishart 
density when rank p = 3. Goodall and Mardia [8] derive this result using 
James [ll], that is the size-and-shape density when rank p = 3 and K> 3. 
When K= 3, then v = 0, tf3 = t,,, and the rotation r : 3 x 3 depends on 
three variables only. We may now modify Kshirsagar’s [ 15, Section 51 
results, to write down the joint density oft,,, t2,, t2*, t,,, t,,, t,,, and y12, 
y13, and y23. The expression is the same as that derived below (5.3) 
by co-ordinate transformation. We (reluctantly) conclude that when 
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N - 1 > K= rank ~1, the noncentral Bartlett decomposition is not helpful. 
The essential difficulty appears to be that the matrix r is square, and the 
Kth column is entirely a function of the previous columns. 
5. THE EXACT SHAPE DENSITY WHEN K = 3 
Suppose K= 3, and the usual setup holds, Y- N(p, ~~1~~~~ 1I), c = [lpi/, 
Y=TT=rWT, r>O, IIWll=l, and TESO(~). Suppose 4 is a set of 
m = 3N - 7 polar shape variables, with N > 4, and r”J is the Jacobian for 
the transformation T to (r, 4). Suppose f is parametrized by the three 
angles f3,, f3,, and 8,. Denoting ci = cos ei, si = sin tIi, i= 1, 2, 3, we write 
[ 5, with corrections] 
( 
Cl SlS2 SlC2 
r= -s,s3 -ClS2S3 + Cl C3 -c1c2s3-s2c3 . 
1 
(5.1) 
-SIC3 c1s2c3 + c2s3 clC2C3-S2S3 
Write r= (rij), reverting to the standard labelling of the matrix elements. 
The invariant measure is (rT dT) = s1 de, de, de,. Using (3.8), the 
Jacobian of the transformation from Y to (v, +,8,, tI,, (3,) is seen to be 
(dY) = r 3N-4~f1 w,,Js, dr(d+) de, de, de,. 
For Na4, the joint density of (r, +,8,, t9,, 0,) is 
(5.2) 
w:, ~22 J .f*=Fr 3N~4~~(1/2~2)(r2~2r~tr~TW~+~2)~ 1. 
To find the shape density we integrate (5.3) with respect to r, 8,, e2, 
and tI,, 
Denote the constant part, which does not depend on (r, tI,, 02, e,), 
$1~22 J C=-e --12/202 
641.~~ . 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
We write A = (a,) = ,uT W, where now W is chosen so that pT W is a 3 x 3 
lower-triangular matrix. Thus 
tr pTWr= 1 ajjyv (5.6) 
i<j 
=Ul+a2S3+Ct3C3, (5.7) 
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say, separating out terms in 8, (0, would be a natural alternative), where 
We obtain 
f($) = C j s1 dt?, 1 dt12 j dr r3N-4e~r2J202erm110z 
where @:=a:+ CC: and q=arc tan(cl,, ~1~). The right-hand integral is the 
modilied Bessel function 2nZo(r~a4/02). We expand both Io(rja4/a2) and 
the offset &l”‘* as infinite power series, to obtain 
f(4) = ,J 5 sl de, J de2 Jam e-$/2c2 1 C r3N-44ii’~i+aa;af dr. (5.10) 
r i 
@+Vj!j!Z 
But 
J 
an 
e- rZ/2aZr3N--4+ I+ 2jdr 
0 
=r((3AJ-3+i+2j)/2)(&~)~~~~+~+~ (5.11) 
and 
(5.12) 
where 
D,,=r((3N-3+j+2j)/2)5’+2j2(3N-3+i+2j)/2 
0 6i+2j-3N+3 j!j!2 (5.13) 
We now offer two alternative computational schemes for evaluating 
(5.12), involving integrating first with respect to 8, over the range [0,27r), 
or first with respect to 8, over the range [0, x). 
In the one case we write a:ay as a degree-(i t 2j) polynomial in sin 8, 
and cos e2, and integrate term-by-term to obtain a degree-(i +- 2j) polyno- 
mial in sin 8r and cos 0,) which we then integrate. In the other case, we 
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switch the order of integration, first (~7~ and then 8,; some simplification 
occurs when we substitute the variable c = cos 8, for 8,) recognizing from 
(5.8) that no sin O1 term appears in c$. 
APPENDIX I: JOINT DENSITY OF POLAR VARIATES 
OF A GAUSSIAN VECTOR 
Let y,, . . . . y, be independent Gaussian random variables with means 
[, 0, . . . . 0, respectively, and unit variances. Define r2 = y: + ... +yi, r > 0, 
and zi = yJr. We derive the marginal density fr,Z2(r, z2) of (r, z2). 
Case n = 2. Substitute y, = r cos 8, y, = I sin fI in the joint density 
exp{ -i(y, - 5)2- iyi}/2n, and then r2 =y:+y:, z,=y,/r to obtain 
fr,z2(r, z2)=2n(l ~Z2)lj2~-:lr2+~2)+~r(1~=~)“*. 
2 
Case n B 3. Substitute r = a, y, = r cos 8, y, = r sin 0 cos 4, and 
suppose w includes n - 3 additional spherical polar co-ordinates. The joint 
density of r, 8, and 4 is 
-i(P+ (*) + [r sin 0 COS) sinn -2 0 sin”- 34 j dyt. 
s”-, 
(1.2) 
Integration with respect to 4 from 0 to rr, substitution of z2 = cos 8, and 
using Vol( S” ~ ‘) = 2n (n - 2)/2/r( (n - 2)/2), yields 
x F *.[‘r’(l -z:) 
0 I 
( 2’ 4 ) . 
See Kshirsagar [15, Eq. (4.13)]. Equation (1.3) simplifies to (1.1) when 
n = 2. 
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